The Best Use of Certified Timber Prize
- supported by PEFC

Shortlisted projects
HAUT AMSTERDAM

ARCHITECT NAME
Team V Architecture

CATEGORY
Housing

COUNTRY
The Netherlands
PASEO MALLORCA 15

ARCHITECT NAME
OHLAB

CATEGORY
Housing

COUNTRY
Spain

Photo credits: José Hevia
THE ALICE HAWTHORN PUB

ARCHITECT NAME
De Matos Ryan

CATEGORY
Hotel & Leisure

COUNTRY
United Kingdom
SARA CULTURAL CENTRE

ARCHITECT NAME
White Arkitekter AB

CATEGORY
Culture

COUNTRY
Sweden

Photo credits: Jonas Westling
ERIC TWEEDALE STADIUM

ARCHITECT NAME
dwp | design worldwide partnership

CATEGORY
Sports

COUNTRY
Australia

Photo credits: Brett Boardmann
VÄXJÖ TRAIN STATION & TOWN HALL

ARCHITECT NAME
Sweco AB

CATEGORY
Transport

COUNTRY
Sweden

Photo credits: Felix Gerlach
TIMBER BRIDGE IN GULOU WATERFRONT

ARCHITECT NAME
LUO Studio

CATEGORY
Transport

COUNTRY
China

Photo credits: Weiqi Jin
EDGE SUEDKREUZ BERLIN

ARCHITECT NAME
TCHOBAN VOSS Architekten

CATEGORY
Office

COUNTRY
Germany

Photo credits: Ilya Ivanov / TCHOBAN VOSS Architekten